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Abstract

The feasibility of using layered- Functionally Graded Self Compacting Cement Composite (FGSCCC) for precast shield-tunnel segments, in harmony with present concrete industry sustainability trend, is presented herein. Limestone powder-type Self-Compacting Cement Composites (SCCC) either with silica fume (SiF) or with SiF and steel fibres (SF) were formulated for the watertight layer. While, SCCC with polypropylene fibres (PPF) or light weight aggregates and SF (LWA+SF) were used for the fire-resistant ones. Besides, a high strength SCCC (HS-SCCC) was considered for structural layers and monolithic samples. Layer composition influence and interlayer robustness on the structural element properties were evaluated. Experiments showed that the FGSCCCs are more effective than the HS-SCCC solutions in front of water, chloride, carbonation, fire or in terms of residual strength. Thanks to its precise spatial material arrangement, the effect of fire or the risk of steel reinforcement corrosion substantially decreases. The residual compressive strength, of FGSCCC specimens with LWA+SF layers, slightly decreases compared to that with PPF layers. Furthermore, they showed the increase of toughness of these specimens. Although none sharp failure at interface was observed, the results pointed out the necessity of considering other different effective parameters for validating the significance of casting process based on rheology.

1. Introduction

Most concrete elements are precast using the same concrete technology in their totality (Han et al. 2005; Otremba and Kessler 2009; Caratelli et al. 2011). This effective methodology for guaranteeing structural safety and improving service life results in an inefficient use of resources and in greatest material costs (Otremba and Kessler 2009, Dias et al. 2010). This issue is particularly noted for the precast segments of road or railway tunnels placed under sea water. These segments, must be resilient to water ingress (Franzen and Celestino 2002; Gomes 2005; Gall and Soe 2011) and to fire events (Kodur and Phan 2007; Kim et al. 2010; Alonso et al. 2011) under conditions of use and also to precast and sometimes unforeseen mechanized production actions (Rio 2009; Caratelli et al. 2011).

A significant state of art design criterion, applied to tunnel segments nowadays, is to adopt not standard mix proportions involving also the use of fibres (Han et al. 2005; Otremba and Kessler 2009; Caratelli et al. 2011). Nevertheless, in most cases, the adoption of waterproof and/or fire sprayed additional layers cannot be avoided (Kim et al. 2010). Moreover, from a structural point of view, a major disadvantage of these layering techniques has been the resulting relative poor bonding strength which leads to delamination failures (Dias et al. 2010).

Therefore, the key point to merge advantages of both techniques is applying the Functionally Graded Material (FGM) concept (Bever and Duwez 1972; Maalej et al. 2003). The concept allows eliminating the material-property discontinuities by grading the material composition near the interfaces and varying the material among layers, which results in a most cost-efficient multifunctional material. Typical examples can be found in Maalej et al. (2003), Shen et al. (2008), Baoguo et al. (2009), Dias et al. (2010), Bosch et al. (2010) and Wen et al. (2010). Though, the significant advantages of these different layered- Functionally Graded Cement Composites (FGCCs) they still involve significant production process and/or sectional design drawbacks (Rio 2009).

Self-compacting cement composites (SCCC) is a fairly new type of flowable fill material. This property that can be achieved by proper balance between constituent materials could broaden also the possibilities for improving the FGCC concept. As it has been demonstrated, SCCC properties allow self-producing FGCC with constant dimension layers and tiny robust interlayers of about 2-4 mm (Rio et al. 2013) which compare with the 20-50 mm produced with most costly casting methods (Ho et al., 2004; Baoguo et al. 2009; Bosch et al. 2010) is a significant advantage in terms of sectional design. This fact, and the identifiable benefits of the SCCC for improving production, makes the named as FGSCCC concept (Rio et al. 2013) a good candidate for developing sustainable concrete solutions. Nevertheless, limited research was conducted to test and analyse precast FGSCCC as that needed for tunnel segments.

In this paper, this FGSCCC concept is adopted to...
prepare a series of FGCC cubic samples where either lower layer of fire-resistant SCCC (with LWA+SF or PPF) or an upper layer of water-resistant SCCC (with SiF and/or SiF+SF), is combine with the structural HS-SCCC. The objective of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the cover materials in retarding or preventing either the steel reinforcement corrosion or the excessive heat or flame of reinforced concrete segments under conditions of use. The potential damage caused on that layers during mechanized placement as well as the residual strength will also be evaluated.

2. Some theoretical considerations adopted for the FGSCCC design

Higher packing density is a key concept for achieving high performance concretes or concretes with less porosity and improved strength (Aitcin 2011), but also concretes which may lead to higher pore pressure, spalling and loss of strength under conditions of use if a fire event occurs (Kodur and Phan 2007). Therefore a FGSCCC with porosity and strength varying along the cross section following the scheme of Fig. 1a will potentially result in a most cost-efficient solution for segments of transport tunnels located under seabed. For brevity sake, no details are given about the sectional calculation and the reinforced detailing other than the depths adopted for the outer or water-tight layer and the inner or fire-resistant layer. These, values (Fig.1b) were estimated by considering the final thickness in order the total sectional strength adopted for the FGSCCC segments were equivalent to the one adopted for the HS-SCCC segments.

As a preliminary design matter for the different FGSCCC mixes, SCCC flow-abilities in the range of 600-700 mm by considering the powder-type criteria, local crushed aggregates and easy to obtain commercial products is needed. While the flowability range is required to be in agreement with the layer and especially with the interlayer design criteria (Rio 2009); a powder-type criteria design and use of such components is essential to be consistent with the sustainability trend promoted in this paper. As noted by some authors (Ghezal and Khayat 2002; Aitcin 2011; de Schutter 2011) the cost of SCCC can be reduced through the partial replacement of cement with readily available inert materials, but this can affect other requirements if not other special mix design considerations are adopted.

As mentioned, the key point to achieve water-resistant concretes is by applying a higher packing density of aggregates, i.e. less space between grains and less paste demands (Aitcin 2011). Moreover, a better packing of powders will also decrease water demand, which in turn decreases the porosity of hardened paste while improves the quality of transition zones and the concrete strength (Aitcin 2011). In present study, SCCC mixes with two different classes of compressive strength 55-65 MPa and 80-90 MPa has been formulated for both the structural (HS-SCCC layer or as named since now M1 mix layer) and water-tightness layers (or SiF and SiF+SF layers). Although, dense packing theories were used for both mix designs, by considering ratios of 40/60 to 60/40 of the sand/gravel to attained minimum void fractions (Browers et al. 2005), a reduction of the total powder content and a partially replacement of limestone filler with SiF is proposed for the water-tightness layers. The addition of SiF is common in high strength concretes exposed to severe conditions, like marine environments (Asharafi and Ramezanianpour 2007), especially when SCCC will be used in pre-casting industry (Fernández-Luco et al 2007). It has pozzolanic effect and can change the microstructure of concrete. Moreover, the addition of steel fibres (SF) is also common practice to avoid corner spalling effects during placement by TBM of segments (Caratelli et al. 2011) as well as for improving the durability capabilities by decreasing cracking size under conditions of use (Maalej et al. 2003). Therefore, SiF and Si+SF were also added in the formulation of the produced water-tightness mixes (or as named since now M2 and M3 respectively).

Fire resistance, as some authors also mentioned, is one of the important requirements for segments of transport tunnels. It is a property that prevents or retards the passage of excessive heat that has special significance for SCCC. As showed in Bostrom (2002), Ye et al. (2007) or Bakhtiyari et al. (2010), SCCC have different behaviour and microstructure at high temperature than conventional and high strength vibrated concrete, being also for same strength and moisture content more sensitive to spalling due to the filling powder and the powder type (i.e. limestone or quartz filler). In this study fire-resistant SCCC mixes with two different classes of

![Fig. 1 Sketch of tunnel segment: (a) longitudinal section and (b) dimensioned cross-section with in mm.](image-url)
strength (in the range of 40-50 and of about 20 MPa) have been formulated. While no filler but an increase in cement content and the use of PPF was proposed for the named as PPF-SCCC mix, a limestone filler as well as sand combined with perlite+vermiculite was formulated for the so called LWA-SCCC mix. Taking into account the propose layer depth (3 cm) no coarse aggregate were used for the PPF and LWA layers but steel fibres were added in the formulation of the LWA fire-resistant mix (or as named since now M4 and M5 respectively).

Considering the above defined dimensional parameters adopted for the protective external layers (Fig. 1b) and the mix design concerns undertaken from the theoretical considerations arisen from different preliminary studies on SCC the five sample series S1-S5 of Fig. 2 have been prepared for testing its durability and mechanical performance (S1-S3) and its fire resistance and residual mechanical performance (S1, S4 and S5).

3. Experimental programme

3.1 Materials

A commercially available Type-I Portland cement (CEM I 42.5R) was used for all mixes except for mixes M2 and M3 where a CEM I 52.5R was used. Also, a commercially available silica fume (SiF with SiO₂ > 92%) and limestone filler (LF fineness of 78.8% < 63 µm) were used as pozzolanic (M2 and M3) and inert filler materials, respectively (exception was M4). Two commercial polycarboxylate based high-range water reducing admixtures having 35% of solids content (HRWRA1) and one of 5th generation (HRWRA2) were added in the formulation of the LWA fire-resistant mix (or as named since now M4 and M5 respectively).

The preliminary five mix proportions were developed following the guidelines given by different standardisation committees (de Schutter 2011) and the different design concerns undertaken in previous section. The Fuller-Thompson curve was considered as a base for determining aggregate proportions. Moreover, the data presented in Fernandez Luco et al. (2007) and Alonso et al. (2011) were considered for determining the proportions of initial trial mixes. As mandatory, the moisture content of aggregates was controlled and subtracted to keep w/c ratios constant. Furthermore, the fluidity level at which the mix becomes unstable was determined in all cases by using the variable dosage of the HRWRA to get fluid yet stable the mixes (Ghezal and Khayat 2002; Fernández-Luco et al. 2007). No especial mixing procedure has been adopted to blend the mixes which final proportions are those of Table 1. In all the cases, the mix dry components were blended during 10 min with the corresponding water and admixtures proportions, either in a lab concrete mixer when they have coarse aggregates, or in a standard planetary mortar mixer when only sand was used.

For assessing the fresh and hardened properties necessary tests were performed in agreement to the EN standards. This includes slump flow, flow velocity T50, compressive strength (fcm), tensile strength (ft) and elasticity modulus (E). Finally the mixes M1-M5 in the Table 1 fulfilled the design properties, in both fresh and hardened states (Table 2). In addition to these technical characteristics, the relative initial cost of each of the mixes in relation to the reference mix (M1) is presented in Table 2.

3.2 Sample preparation

After assessing the compliance of the mix fresh properties (and preparing samples for assessing the compliance of the mechanical properties latter on) the series S1 to S5 were cast into prepared steel moulds of 100 x 100 x 100 mm. The S1 series, consisting of one-layer of M1 mix were made by filling the mould at once a without vibration. For preparing the S2 to S5 the first layer was cast with the corresponding mix up to specified depth 50 mm or 30 mm (Fig. 3a) and then the second layer (different mix) was placed above the previous one, approximately 15 minutes later, up to the mould height.

### Table 1 Proportions of final SCCC mixes in kg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEM I 42.5R</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM I 52.5R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone filler</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA (0-4 mm)</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>1663</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA (4-10 mm)</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermiculite</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perlite</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRWRA1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRWRA2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/c ratio</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CEM - cement; SiF - silica fume; CSA - crushed siliceous aggregate; SF - steel fibre; PPF - polypropylene fibre; HRWRA - high range water reducing admixture; w/c - water / cement.
The casting of series S2-S5, as it is shown in Fig. 3, was attempted by placing the mixes with designed potential high porosity on the bottom and those with less potential porosity on the top which is the same order that would be followed for producing a FGSCCC precast tunnel segment with improved fire and watertightness performance (Baoguo et al. 2009). It has to be noted that in the tunnel segment of Fig. 1a, three casting stages would be used. In addition some cylindrical samples of total height 300 mm and diameter 150 mm of the series S1 to S3 were casted following the same procedures, to be used in the water permeability test.

Half of all series specimens were unmoulded after one day from casting and cured at standard conditions in a climatic chamber (20º ± 2ºC, RH = 98±2%) up to the age of 28 days. The other half were cured into the mould and with the free surface covered to emulate the usual precast steam curing conditions. In this last case the moulds where cast inside the chamber and then subject to 8-hr steam curing. Firstly, during one hour a ramp of temperature ranging from 20ºC to 55ºC is applied then the temperature is keep constant during 6 h and finally a decreasing ramp (from 55ºC to 20ºC) was applied during one hour more. During the total curing period (8 h) the RH was kept constant and equal to 98±2%. After this time the samples were demolded and kept on lab conditions up to the age of 28 days and then the protocols of sample preparation in agreement with the different tests described in section 3.3 were applied.

3.3 Preliminary quality control of samples

FGSCCC dimension and finishing characteristics are key issues when highly-engineered properties and extreme environments come into consideration. The dimensions of layers and the formation of the thin gradient transition area are of uttermost importance for: i) the properly accomplishment of functionalities and ii) avoiding adhesive failure (Río 2009). Moreover, surface appearance and specially the interlayer areas, need to be accurately checked especially when a steam curing process is used. The surface micro-cracking associated to the cooling after steam curing, which is a major problem in the case of some concrete technologies, could significantly affect the solution if occurs at the interlayer. These cracks, usually harmless due to their width (< 0.2 mm) might however act as stress concentrators, which could trigger (at later ages) the FGSCCC failure when combining with other stresses (thermal, mechanical, etc.).

Specimens and each of the layers were measured by using a digital calliper (with precision of 0.01mm). Results showed that all specimens, prior to be tested, and independently of curing regime or age met their element and layers length design criteria (100±1mm, 50±1mm, 30±1mm, 70±1mm). The interlayer was in all of the observed cases between 2-4±0.4 mm as the images of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, taken with the macro mode of a digital camera, show. While the Fig. 4 shows an image of the interface area between M2 and M1 from one of the sample surfaces of series S2, the Fig. 5 shows the interface area of a sawn cut section taken from a 28d cured sample of series S3. From these images, this should be considered as representative of the different series, it is possible to derive that the thickness of the interface does not affect the accomplishment of the layer dimensions.

Layer interfaces were also observed by naked eye and

Table 2 Mix main characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rheological properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (mm)</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T50 (s)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (GPa)</td>
<td>37.5**</td>
<td>40.1**</td>
<td>40.5**</td>
<td>22.5**</td>
<td>15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (MPa)</td>
<td>60*</td>
<td>87*</td>
<td>85*</td>
<td>45*</td>
<td>17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per m³ related to M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average of 3 samples **Individual sample results

| Fig. 3 Example of casting process steps: (a) after first layer has been cast and (b) during placing of the second layer. | Fig. 4 | Fig. 5 |
stereomicroscope (x2.5) for the standard and steam curing samples. After visual inspection, no surface microcracking have been observed in any of them as it is shown in the above-mentioned Fig. 4. Moreover, from image of the Fig. 5, an outstanding interlayer zone can be seen (area marked by the two dotted white lines) also in the sawed sample. Spatial distribution and fine particles grading reflects the homogeneity of this area. The photography shows that homogeneity is also the characteristic of the layer materials.

Although not apparently differences between layers can be seen when surfaces of samples are visually observed, a differentiated porosity exists that characterise the different layers. Figure 6 shows images taken at a stereomicroscope (x2.5) for the M1 and M2 sample areas of two S2 specimens: one standard curing (Fig. 6a and 6b) and one steam curing (Fig. 6c and 6d). No cracks on the surface have been revealed in the samples confirming what was visually observed. The selected FGSCCC sample of series S2 reveals that specimens present a lower porosity on the top (Fig. 6a and 6c) compare with those of the bottom (Fig. 6b and 6d). It is also apparently noticeable that the ones of the steam curing specimens are slightly greater than those of the standard curing in the case of those corresponding to the M1 layer (HS-SCCC), Fig. 6b and 6d, but the opposite in the case of M2 layer (SiF-SCCC), Fig. 6a and 6c. These preliminary observations confirm some of the results available on the literature (Fernandez Luco et al. 2007; Asharafi and Ramezanianpour 2007; Nokken and Hooton 2008) regarding not only the pozzolanic effect of the SiF but also how they can change the microstructure of the a high performance concrete specially when steam curing is needed but also a high durability is expected. Same remarks can be derives from the observation of samples of Series S3 when compare with S1 series.

On contrary those of Series S4 and S5 present a higher porosity on the bottom, which corresponds to that of the fire-resistance layer (LWA-SCCC and PPP-SCCC), being also greater in the case of the M5 samples (LWA-SCCC). This can be only due to the layer composition but also to the greater w/c use in the preparation of these mixes. As it has been also reported in the literature (Ye et al. 2007; Bakhtiyari et al. 2010; Kodur and Phan 2007) both are the cause of a greater porosity and consequently a potential better behavior in front of fire is expected.

3.4 Test for final characterisation and for assessing performance of FGSCCC samples

The testing procedure was aimed firstly at checking quantitatively what was observed on the preliminary quality control regarding the spatial skeleton variations and, secondly, at checking the FGSCC Cs behaviour against aggressive surroundings, fire performance and TBM effects in comparison with the standard solution, includes the following tests:

![Fig. 4 Interlayer measurement of a S2 sample [Units in mm].](image)

![Fig. 5 Detail of a S3 cut sample. [Units in mm](image]

![Fig. 6 Surface appearance of M1 and M2 steam (a, b) and standard curing (c, d) stereomicroscope x2.5.](image)
3.4.1 Mercury intrusion Porosimetry (MIP)
For the different FGSCCCs pore structure characterisation, Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) using a Micrometrics porosimeter with pressures from 0.003 to 227.5 MPa was adopted. A piece of the different M1 to M5 of approximately 1 cm length was taken from different areas and also in two different 28d samples of the S2 to S5 series for its analysis. As other authors proposed (Kumar and Bhattacharjee 2003) six numbers of samples were tested and average results were taken as the representative of each FGSCCC layer.

3.4.2 Water permeability
Water tightness against water under pressure was measured by means of water permeability test on hardened concrete specimens, of 28d age, using a Concrete Permeameter. In order to adapt the specimens to the permeameter cell, which can maintain a seal over the circumference of a saturated cylindrical concrete sample, the specimens used were the S1, S2 and S3 cylindrical ones. The initial water pressure applied was 0.2 MPa. Then the water pressure was increased by 0.2 MPa every 15 min and, when it reached 0.8 MPa, it has been maintained for 4h. After finishing, the penetration of water was measured on the considered as potential exposed to water faces (top) of the S1 to S3 samples.

3.4.3 Carbonation and chloride permeability
Durability performance respect to reinforcement corrosion of structural layer was checked by means of chloride and natural carbonation penetration tests (Baroghel-Bouny 2006). These tests have been performed on selected samples cored from the cubic ones. Regarding carbonation, the 28d samples were submitted to natural conditions (0.06% CO2) sheltered from the rain during one year. The depth of carbonation (mm) was determined after this interval on fresh broken surfaces by spraying with phenolphthalein indicator. Measurements of the depth of carbonation were performed in several points and the mean values were obtained. Chloride penetration was measured by means of ponding test. 1M NaCl solution was maintained in contact with the top surface of series S1 to S3 28d samples for one year. The chloride (Cl-) penetration was determined in powder samples taken every 2 mm. The Cl- profile was determined using X-Ray fluorescence given as percentage of Cl- by weight of sample.

3.4.4 Fire resistance
Fire resistance was evaluated through ISO tests (1050°C during 120 min) on samples of 6 months age (Alonso et al. 2011). During the test, the S1, S4 and S5 samples were mounted on the top of oven with all the lateral faces of the specimen isolated as shown in Fig. 7. In this way only the bottom surface of each of the tested specimen were exposed to fire. Increasing of temperature was recorded using thermocouples located on the structural layer in coincidence with the interlayer upper surface area but also at different layer depths and connected to a data acquisition system.

3.4.5 Compressive mechanical performance
Mechanical tests were carried out on cubic samples by using a hydrostatic testing machine (with maximum load capacity of 3000 kN) capable of applying load continuously from a rate of 0.03 kN/s to 45 kN/s. The load on the S1-S5 series samples has been applied continuously at a rate of 5 kN/s over the perpendicular to casting direction faces (see Fig. 8). Mechanical performance, estimated by means of their ultimate load and fracture pattern, was comparative analysed. The age of the samples tested under compression was in coincidence with that of the fire test for S4-S5 samples and with that of durability test for S2-S4.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 FGSCCC pore structure characterisation
Changes in the skeleton or microstructure of the FGSCCC external layers, by improving and reducing the structural layer designed porosity, is of utmost relevance for achieving not only the mechanical segment performance but its fire and durability functionalities. For some authors, porosity evaluated by using MIP is considered a good indicator of concrete mechanical parameters (Kumar and Bhattacharjee 2003), while for other authors this porosity can be considered a good
Table 3 Total porosity values in % of Volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers’ designation</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Type of curing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural M1</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Standard 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable M2</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Standard 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable M3</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Standard 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire resistance M4</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Standard 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire resistance M5</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Standard 16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

indicator for both durability (Baroghel-Bouny 2006; Nokken and Hooton 2008) and fire resistance (Kodura and Phan 2007; Alonso et al. 2011).

The preliminary quality control using stereomicroscope presented in the previous subsection showed that porosity varies from layer M1 (Fig. 6a or Fig. 6c) to layer M2 (Fig. 6b or 6d) in sample S2. Table 3, which includes the results of apparent porosity obtained by using MIP, confirms the same trend with SCCCs porosities of the different layers ranging from 6.5 to 16.5% in the case of standard curing.

It has been also confirmed that steam curing yields higher porosity value than the standard curing for the case of the high density packing HS-SCCC with limestone filler or M1 samples taken from S1 series, which should be considered as representative also of the M1 used for preparing all FG series (S2-S5), either standard or steam cured. Meanwhile, the porosity of those using SiF combined with LF as powder (M2 or M3 mixes) taken from the water-tightness layers of the steam cured S2 and S3 series has been slightly decreased compared to the standard cured.

As it has been also seen in Fig. 9, which shows the pore structure determined with MIP, all the FGSCCC areas designed as structural HS-SCCC (M1) or durable SiF-SCCC (M2) show its pore distribution in the region below 0.1 μm with maximums that varies from 0.03 to 0.08 μm. It is also seen that M2 has a smaller maximum in the range of smaller pores than M1.

This effect confirms preliminary results which show that SiF can change the microstructure of SCC by reducing total porosity which in turn increase its potential durability (Ashrafi and Ramezanianpour 2007). Results also confirm that this effect is most noticeable when using accelerating curing processes. As it was also reported in (Alonso et al 2012) this is probably due to the hydration products of silica fume at high curing temperatures (55°C) which somehow fill the pores resulting in lower total porosity. Moreover the material used for the water-tightness layer of the S2 of S3 FG solutions which results of modifying the proposed HS-SCCC by adding SiF can be listed into the class of the very high durables (<7%) according to Baroghel-Bouny (2006).

For the sake of clearness only the results of M2 layers were included on Fig. 9 as representative of both M2 (SiF-SCCC) and M3 (SiF+SF-SCCC).

Therefore, it is expected that the S2 and S3 FGSCCCs samples combining HS-SCCC with Si-SCCC or Si+SF-SCCC respectively will result not only in a solution better adapted to a precasting process (Fernández Luco et al. 2007) but in a solution with higher potential service life due to its pore structure also in marine environments (Asharafi and Ramezanianpour 2007).

The fire-resistant mixes used for the S4 and S5 FGSCCCs samples, M4 and M5, present a pore size that increase over 0.1 μm showing their higher maximum pore size between 0.1 μm and 1 μm. It is remarkable to say that in order of improving fire capabilities both mixes were designed for having lower strength and dense packing by using PPF or LWA+SF and by strongly reducing or avoiding powder content. Besides, the use of PPF in the case of the M4 will contribute to increase that porosity values after melting (Alonso et al. 2011). Considering what was noticed in (Alonso et al. 2011) and also in the prior paper of Kodur and Phan (2007) it is possible to state that S4 but also S5 FGSCCC samples should have an outstanding performance against fire.

4.2 Comparison of water-tightness capabilities

Permeability is important when it deals with durability, particularly in concrete used for water retaining structures (Mosley et al. 2007). The water permeability test showed that, the penetration depth on the S1 series or HS-SCCC samples were between 12 and 16 mm either for the 28d steam or for the 28d the standard cured samples. Meanwhile, no quantifiable penetration depth was obtained for the water-tightness layers used for FGSCCC S2 and S3 samples (SiF- and SiF+SF- SCCC or as also mentioned M2 and M3 mixes). Thanks to the low porosity of M2 or M3 layers used as part of the FGSCCC arrangement, the water penetration resistance of the structural concrete (HS-SCCC) can significantly improve. In fact, the microstructure of M2 or M3 layers, containing new type of superplastizicers (HRWRA2) and SiF results more uniform and compact than that of M1. Moreover no difference between M2 (SiF-SCCC) and M3 (SiF+SF-SCCC) in terms of water penetration was observed. Results also showed agreement with those obtained by other authors for similar concrete compositions (Nokken and Hooton, 2008).

Visual inspection, after testing, also showed that water pressure do not caused any crack or other failure at interlayer level of the S2 and S3 series. This show the
appropriateness of the FGSCCC proposed solution which only needs a layer of 50 mm (Fig. 1b) or less to retain the water penetration. Therefore, FGSCCC results in a most effective material compare to the HS-SCCC (or M1) and also in a most economical solution compare to a SiF- or even more to a SiF+SF-SCCC when use them in the segment entirety.

4.3 Carbonation and chloride penetration correlations

Structures exposed to harsh environmental conditions, i.e. CO₂ or Cl⁻ environments, also require low porosity (Gomes 2005). Table 4 shows the results of carbonation and chloride penetration tests for S1 and S2 series after one-year exposure as well as the predicted theoretical values obtained for 50 and 100 years (Fernández Luco et al. 2007). Series S2 was also taken as representative of S3 series samples, therefore S3 data are not included on the table.

None or little carbonation depth has been observed on the M2 layer of the SiF-FGSCCC series for both, standard and steam cured samples. Meanwhile, average values of carbonation depth measured on the HS-SCCC reference samples (S1) were 2.10 for the standard cured and 5.8 mm for the steam cured. A similar trend can be observed in respect to chloride penetration resistance. Very low chloride diffusion coefficients were determined for the SiF-FGSCCC series. However 2 or 3 times higher diffusion coefficients were measured on reference samples of series S1.

The results of carbonation and chloride penetration confirm once more the beneficial effects of the silica fume for steam cured samples (Baroghel-Bouny 2006). The M2 and M3 layers help to reduce or even avoid carbonation-induced and chloride-induced reinforcement. This also confirms the efficiency of the FGSCCC S2 series samples because it is only necessary a thin layer of 50 mm for having an adequate protection in terms of steel reinforcement corrosion. While for the steam cured samples of S1 series the theoretically estimated Cl⁻ penetration depth is of approximately 66 mm at the age of 50 years, in the case of S2 series samples using a SiF-SCCC layer of 50 mm almost the same value is obtained but for a service life of 100 years. This fact also allows demonstrating that FGSCCC results in a most cost-effective material against corrosion compare to both the HS-SCCC bulk solution but also with a bulk SiF-SCCC solution.

4.4 Fire performance

The use of thermocouples at different levels, 0-1.5, 3, 6 and 8 cm at the centre of the samples -Fig. 10(a)- aided to get information of temperature evolution at each depth together with the ISO fire test curve. As it is possible to see in Fig. 10(b), where the curve corresponding to the depth of 3 cm has been represented, gradients of temperature towards the structural layer were followed that vary in function of M4 or M5 composition.

Table 4 Results of carbonation and chloride penetration tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Layer and type of curing</th>
<th>Carbonation Penetration after 1 y</th>
<th>Theoretical depth 50 y</th>
<th>Theoretical depth 100 y</th>
<th>Chloride Dns×10⁻⁸ after 1 y</th>
<th>Theoretical depth 50 y</th>
<th>Theoretical depth 100 y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>M1 – standard</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>14.61</td>
<td>21.77</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>62.80</td>
<td>88.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1 – steam</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>65.47</td>
<td>92.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>M2 – standard</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>36.88</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2 – steam</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>43.65</td>
<td>62.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10: (a) One of the S5 series sample after fire test and (b) Temperature evolution at exposed surface and at 3 cm layer depth.
The use of PPF as component of the M4 layer of the S4 series, showed a clear contribution to delay the increase of heat. As it is possible to see while temperatures over 550°C were reached for the S1 samples at 30 mm depth, for the S4 at the same depth (or where the transition zone is located) temperatures were of 500°C. Nevertheless, the use of LWA+SF in the M5 layer of S5 series maintained in 30% lower the temperature at the same depth (interface) than that without M5 layer (S1 series) as shown in Fig. 10. Results also shown what was reported on the literature that is, a material with higher porosity and less strength performs better when exposed to fire (Kodur and Phan 2007; Alonso et al. 2011). It is noteworthy to say that, none of the samples, after fire exposure, have presented any crack or defect at interlayer level. Moreover, no spalling was observed either for the PPF-SCCC (without LF powder addition) or in the LWA+SF-SCCC (with LF powder addition). Although, limestone filler particles can play an important role in producing spalling as it referred by different authors (Böstrom 2002; Bakhtiyari et al. 2010) results showed that this effect can be reduce when both LWA as perlite or vermiculite are used. Therefore, the use of a thin layer designed by its composition and proportions to have higher porosity, less compressive strength (M4) and also in one of the cases aggregates with improved capabilities against fires (M5) improves the HS-SCCC capabilities played a role as a barrier which retarded the penetration of heat and the reaching of critical temperatures at certain depths. Moreover, the good interface between layers in the S4 and S5 series made FGSCCC a most attractive solution as no adhesive failure during fire test is observed then it is possible to improve fire capabilities under fire without reducing the needed structural strength of the element given by the HS-SCCC layer.

4.5 Evaluation of TBM effects by means of compressive tests.

Layering method is considered sometimes insufficient for producing FGM (Ruys et al. 2001) because it leads to the formation of sharp interfaces between layers causing the section fails by delamination instead of having a cohesive failure as it occurs with sections built with the same material in its entirety. Specimens of all series were tested under uniaxial distributed compressive load up to failure as it was described in 3.4.5. Some of specimen of series S4 and S5 were tested after fire test also. Results of ultimate compressive strength are these presented on Table 5. It is noteworthy to emphasize that the values obtained follow the same trend than those of individual characterization being higher for the FGSCCCs designed for being durables and the opposite for those designed for performing better under fire. Moreover the values obtained for the FGSCCC samples were always closer to those of the individual material with higher strength. For example S2 and S3 strengths are similar to that of the material with higher nominal strength, in this case M2 or M3 (see Table 2). This also occurs in the case of samples S4 and S5, for that case the values of strength are close to that of M1 (see Table 2). Thus, although the S4 and S5 functionally graded materials result better under fire due to the protective effect of the layers M4 and M5, they keep an outstanding structural behaviour also after a fire event due to the HS-SCCC (M1 layer) is protected. Regarding the type of failures, it is possible to mention that contrary to the S1 or S2 samples (HS-SCCC and SiFFGSCCC sample), which presented pyramidal failure shapes as the one shown in Fig. 11a, the remaining series have a combined type of failure as shown in Fig. 11b and 11c.

As it is shown in Fig. 11(b) layer containing fibres (M3) have a different failure than those without (M1). Although, the M1 layer failure is a pyramidal one, this effect only affect the area of the layer, which is most far from of the interlayer. It is remarkable to say that also the failure occurs when the material with a nominal higher strength fails.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 (after fire test)</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 (after fire test)</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Average results of compression test performed on three identical samples.

Fig. 11 Type of failure (a) series S1 (b) series S3 and (c) series S4 after fire.
Lastly, failures of some samples of series S4 and S5, after being exposed to fire, were similar to this shown in Fig. 11(c). This anomalous failure showed by some of the samples demonstrates that the fire affected the structural material of the samples (M1) in some way. Nevertheless, also for these cases the mechanical strengths were quite similar to those that exhibited in compliance failures of the structural layer (similar to that of material M1 in Fig. 11(b).

It is noteworthy to emphasize that the interlayer bond in all cases remained unbroken (also for those samples tested after fire tests) and the elements show a cohesive (monolithic) failure which confirms that the multilayer FGSCCC as designed can be classified as a FGM. It was also possible to see that the use of steel fibres as part of the outer and inner layers of the segment should be a contribution in decreasing falls due to TBM effects.

4.6 Cost assessment.

Through the different testing, FGSCCC samples have proven to exhibit a life expectancy in excess of 100 years and less prone to fire events. From this point of view, FGSCCC and multifunctional solutions like those proposed by some authors (Han et al. 2005; Otremba et al. 2009; Caratelli et al 2011) are similar in that they both are technologies with improved service life costs. Moreover both concrete solutions can result in a smaller tunnel profile, which allows for a smaller bore resulting in several production advantages; but these are where the similarities end. In contrast to present monolithic cast multifunctional segments, FGSCCC exhibits an optimised sectional material arrangement which in turn allows producing a value-added concrete segment material. Even more if these are made with vibrated concrete. FGSCCC like other SCCC solutions involves a reduction in production costs but can significantly reduce the raw material costs too. Taking into account the comparative costs included in Table 2 and the solution proposed in Fig. 1 as the basis for the cost calculation the following results can be derived. FGSCCC, also when considering the one involving the most costly raw materials (M3-M1-M5) both using SF in their compositions as well as SiF (outer layer) and special aggregates (inner layer), has approximately 3 times less cost than a M3 monolithic solution. Even though for this last case a reduction of 15% in section was considered. On the other hand FGSCCC is only 1.3 times higher in raw material costs than a M1 monolithic solution. But this is almost nothing if it is also considered that the FGSCCC solution has more than 50% of service life and also do not need to be additionally protected against fire. Placement of this protective fire-resistant layer not only involves the need of more material but also an additional process (shoccrete, barrier palcements, etc.).

5. Conclusions

As concluding remarks of this work, which presents a new way of producing a layered-FGCC, named as FGSCCC, for developing most sustainable concrete solutions for tunnel segments, the following can be derived:

- The concept was successfully examined for four types of fire-resistant or water-tightness SCC mixes which were combined with a strength class usual in tunnels HS-SCCC. This was done for appropriate tailoring the differentiated mechanical and inner or outer tunnel actions along the section (S2-S5). No significant differences regarding size of interlayer among the different mix combinations were observed, as all met the designed interlayers’ depth which was in the range 2-4 mm. Moreover, no failures were observed at interlayer level either after sample preparation or after different tests were applied.

- The use of an external modified SCCS, using as part of composition either LWA+SF or PPF improves the fire resistance of the HS-SCCC solution. Both differentiated compositions of the external layers influences on the delay of heat propagation and reduce spalling significantly. Differences also were observed between the PPF-SCCC solution and the LWA+SF solution:
  - The use of thermal aggregates results in a more efficient measure for retards the passage of the excessive temperature even in presence of SF.
  - From a mechanical point of view no significant reductions in terms of compressive strength between S4 and S5 samples compare to the HS_SCCC samples, prior to be tested to fire, were observed; instead of the LWA+SF-SCCC had a nominal strength significant lowering compared with the PPF-SCCC. Reductions of compressive strength of S5 sample exposed to fire were lower than those of S4. This means that S5 has a better isolation capacity. Moreover S5 results tougher due to the SF.

- The use of an external modified SCCS, using as part of composition either SiF or SiF+SF improves the water-tightness of the HS-SCCC. Both differentiated compositions of these water-tightness external layers contribute to delay the damage due to steel reinforcement corrosion in more than 50y. No differences were observed between them in this sense:
  - The addition of SiF especially when steam curing improves the S2 and S3 samples service life capabilities. Both, the SiF and the steam curing strongly reduce pore size of the HS-SCCC.
  - From a mechanical point of view a significant increasing in terms of compressive mechanical strength was observed between S4 and S5 samples when compare to HS-SCCC, being for both quite similar. Moreover the S3 samples present a most tough behaviour due to the SF of the M3 layer.

- If the S3-S5 is merged in one for being use in a tunnel segment of 50cm thickness they will result in an initial concrete material cost 1.3 times higher than one made of HS_SCCC material only. Nevertheless, it has on contrary a durability equal to or even more higher...
than (if fire comes also into consideration) one cast with a SiF+SF-SCCC material which cost results approximately 3 times higher than this FGSCC solution also for a thickness section reduction. Moreover in terms of life extension S3-S5 results in a 50% more than when using S1.
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